“Old School” Bass Fisherman Reveals A Special
Plastic You Don't Want To Be Without! (In Fact,
If He Had To Catch Bass, Or Die, He'd Pick This
Special Lure Without Even Thinking)
Dear Fisherman,
Ol' Kermett is a real interesting guy. Some may think he's "jaded" by all the hype on different
lures and tactics out there…but I say the guy is grounded and realistic…and his philosophies
come from almost 60 years of Bass Fishing.
I'm going to lay out this little interview clip for you, so you can get the summary of what he
discusses.

Interview #1: His Favorite Technique…and then the Lizard!
1. Kermett uses topwater lures and techniques abouto 60% - 70% of the time…and it's
always in the mornings between November and March. But in the afternoons (and other
months) he always uses a certain plastic…and it is:
2. The Zoom Lizard! He's had the most success using this plastic, than any other.
3. He doesn't really think color makes THAT big of a difference, but he's noticed better
success using Green Pumpkin.
4. A good technique to use is to drop shot it 25-30 feet…he kills 'em doing that.

Interview #2: Does Kermett ever "stand still"?
1. He has his trolling motor running almost constantly…he's movin'.
2. If he's working several different angles, and has an opportunity for multiple casts, he will
stop…
3. Usually trolling down a bank with broken structure, with his topwater lures.
4. If he thinks he's got multiple fish in a spot, or if he knows that particular spot has given
multiple Bass before, he'll stop and do a few more casts.

5. Usually goes 2 miles in his boat in a couple hours of fishing.
I hope you enjoyed the interview clips as much as I did making them. Kermett is quite a guy. I
couldn’t thank him enough for spending time talking to me. When guys older than me talk, I listen
– especially when they talk about fishing.
There is something else you need to check out if you like catching more Bass than your
buddies….
To get information on this “secret weapon” for Bass fishing (discovered in 1947) you’ve go to
click here to read all about it.
Gone Fishin’,
Dan Eggertsen
President and Founder, Bass Fishing Secret
http;//www.bassfishingweapon.com

